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Ottawa's Byward Market heritage conservation district is experiencing considerable 
growth and change in its building fabric. This presents challenges to heritage planning 
and to the effectiveness of heritage conservation district designation. 

This report evaluates the compliance of building projects with the urban design 
guidelines for the Byward Market heritage conservation district, located in downtown 
Ottawa (see Map E-l). Eight building projects, built or proposed since 1990, were 
identified (see Table E-l). The Byward Market heritage conservation study district and 
the associated urban design guidelines, used in this report for evaluation purposes, were 
written as part of the 1990 study .. 

This report's intent is to evaluate the-compliance of building projects and, based on the 
results, assess the effectiveness of the heritage conservation district designation. 
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RESULTS 

Generally, building projects complied with the applicable urban design guidelines. Given 
the voluntary nature of these guidelines, this result is somewhat surprising. However, all 
building projects had minor deviations in compliance, and a number had major deviations 
in compliance with one or 
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Market heritage conservation district, the meaning of heritage and, most significantly, the 
. nature of urban design guidelines and the planning process. 

Effectiveness of Heritage Conservation Designation 
The Byward Market heritage conservation district was determined to be effective given 
the general compliance of building projects and the reasons identified for compliance 
deviation. This conclusion was based on (and qualified by) the objectives of the Ontario 
Heritage Act: namely, to protect and enhance the character of heritage conservation 
districts, but not necessarily the restriction of non-heritage development. 

Insight and Lessons Learnt 
Heritage importance and interpretation: different heritage interpretations can create 
challenges to heritage conservation district designation because people have different 
expectations as to the importance of heritage conservation. In addition, the diversity of 
heritage buildings in the Byward Market district makes heritage planning demanding. 

Urban design guidelines: there are numerous issues regarding the application of 
guidelines, including whether full compliance is warranted or necessary and the need for 
flexible guidelines. Also, the use of rigid urban design guidelines was rejected -
essentially, the 1990 urban design guidelines were found to be acceptable. 

Planning Practice Contribution 
The planning practice contribution includes acknowledging the value of heritage 
conservation district designation. In addition, periodic evaluations of aU heritage districts 
were recommended. This is especially the case for heritage conservation districts that are 
experiencing growth, such as the Byward Market district. 
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